INFORMATION ABOUT OUR USE OF COOKIES
Our website uses cookies to distinguish you from other users of our website. This helps us to provide you with a
good experience when you browse our website and also allows us to improve our website.
By continuing to browse the website, you are agreeing to our use of cookies.
A cookie is a small file of letters and numbers that we store on your browser or the hard drive of your computer if
you agree. Cookies contain information that is transferred to your computer's hard drive.
We use the following cookies:
●

Strictly necessary cookies. These are cookies that are required for the operation of our website. They include,
for example, cookies that enable you to log into the secure areas of our website or purchase prize draw entries.

●

Analytical/performance cookies. They allow us to recognise and count the number of visitors and to see how
visitors move around our website when they are using it. This helps us to improve the way our website works,
for example, by ensuring that users are finding what they are looking for easily.

On revisiting our website, we will therefore be able to obtain information about your previous visits and about your
computer, including where available your IP address, operating system and browser type, for system administration
and to report aggregate information to our advertisers. This is statistical data about our users' browsing actions
and patterns. For the same reason, we may obtain information about your general internet usage.
You can find more information about the individual cookies we use and the purposes for which we use them in the
table below:
Cookie
Name
NPD_UserLoginSettings CookieLoginUserId

NPD_UserLoginSettings CookieUserLogged

NPD_UserSettings

[NPD_UserSettings

GameSettings

Purpose
More information
This is used to hold the unique ID of the user. Strictly necessary
cookie.

This is used to hold the encrypted unique ID
of the user logged into this website.

Type:-persistent
Life:- 10 days
Strictly necessary
cookie.

Type:-persistent
Life:- 10 days
CreditHistoryTempId This is used to hold the encrypted unique
Strictly necessary
payment ID of the user logged into this website cookie.
so
that we can allocate payments against the
correct user.
Type:-persistent
Life:- 1 day
NoOfCredit
This is used to hold the number of tickets
Strictly necessary
the user is purchasing/has purchased.
cookie.

GameId

This is used to hold the encrypted ID of the
Game i.e. Draw 1.

1

Type:-persistent
Life:- 1 day
Strictly necessary
cookie.

PrizesSettings

PrizesId

Cloudflare
(multiple cookies)

This is used to hold the encrypted ID of the
Prize Draws chosen by the user.

These cookies are required so that security
features work properly.

Type:-persistent
Life:- 1 day
Strictly necessary
cookie.
Type:-persistent
Life:- 1 day
Strictly necessary
third party
cookie.
Type:-persistent
Life:- 2 years

Google Analytics

These cookies are used to collect information
about how visitors use this website. We use
the information to compile reports and to
help us improve this website. The cookies
collect information in an anonymous form,
including the number of visitors to this
website, where visitors have come to this
website from and the pages they visited.

Analytical /
performance
third party
cookies.

Type:-persistent
Life:- 1 day

Read Google's overview of privacy and
safeguarding
data (https://support.google.com/analytics/answe
r/6004245)

How to accept, reject or block cookies
You can accept all cookies, reject all cookies, or modify your browser to alert you of any new cookies. To clear the
stored cookies, you can normally go to the Tools dropdown menu at the top of the browser window.
You block cookies by activating the setting on your browser that allows you to refuse the setting of all or some
cookies. However, if you use your browser settings to block all cookies (including essential cookies) you may not
be able to access all or parts of our site. Unless you have adjusted your browser setting so that it will refuse cookies,
our system will issue cookies when you log on to our website.
It is not advisable to use cookies if your computer is shared by other people. You should clear 'cookies' stored by
the web browser when using another person's computer to avoid your e-mail address or other details being
displayed in the login field to a subsequent user of our website.
More information
You can discover independent information about cookies by carrying out searches online.
More information on how businesses use cookies and how to manage cookies is also available at the following third
party website: www.allaboutcookies.org and www.allaboutcookies.org/manage-cookies/index.html.
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See our Privacy Policy for detailed information on how any personal information that you provide to us, or that we
collect from you, or that we receive about you is processed and your rights.
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